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Genetec Demonstrates WiFi and Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) Locks in Latest Version of
Synergis Master Controller (SMC) at ASIS 2013 Conference
CHICAGO, IL September 17, 2013—Genetec™, a global leader in unified IP security systems and 2013
Access Control Product of the Year winner in the UK, will demonstrate new features of its upcoming Synergis
Master Controller (SMC) v.2.1 release for the first time at ASIS 2013 (Booth # 1914). The SMC, a key
component of the Genetec Synergis IP access control system, is an intelligent door controller designed to
secure the facilities of any organization, while leveraging well-known third party access control hardware.
Expected to be available in Q4 2013, SMC v.2.1 will allow Genetec customers to easily extend their Synergis
system to work with ASSA ABLOY SARGENT and Corbin Russwin WiFi and PoE (Power-over-Ethernet) locks
for easier access control deployment into hard-to-reach or inaccessible locations at a reduced cost. Further,
the SMC offers a clear migration path for existing SARGENT and Corbin Russwin IP lock users looking to adopt
a unified IP access control and IP video surveillance solution.
Through a recently announced strategic partnership with ASSA ABLOY, and strong relationships with HID
Global and Mercury Security, Genetec customers can benefit from the open architecture that Synergis offers,
and choose from a growing array of door control modules, input/output modules, and IP locks.
"As part of our vision to address the longstanding market demand for open solutions and freedom of choice,
Synergis Master Controller v.2.1 represents another step in providing customers with a growing number of
options. We’ve now expanded our partner ecosystem to include ASSA ABLOY and electronic IP lock support,"
says Jimmy Palatsoukas, Senior Manager of Product Marketing at Genetec.
About SMC
The Synergis Master Controller is an intelligent IP controller and a key component of the Genetec IP access
control system, which facilitates real-time monitoring of access events and alarms, as well as cardholder
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management and reporting. Designed to address longstanding customer demand for non-proprietary access
control, Genetec SMC allows users to modernize their security operations, migrate to an IP-based access
control solution, while leveraging their networking infrastructure and existing equipment and wiring.
When deployed with Genetec Security Center, the Synergis Master Controller provides even greater efficiency
and control of a security system. Genetec Security Center platform unifies security applications and key
operating tasks that enable users to manage access control, video surveillance and third party systems from
within a single interface. By unifying access control and video surveillance, all access control events, alarms,
and reports are associated with both recorded and live video.
SMC was the recipient of the IFSEC 2013 Access Control Product the Year Award.

About Genetec:
Genetec is a pioneer in the physical security and public safety industry and a global provider of world-class IP
video surveillance, access control and license plate recognition (LPR) solutions to markets including: city-wide
surveillance, education, transportation, retail, gaming, parking-and-law enforcement. With sales offices and
partnerships around the world, Genetec has established itself as the leader in innovative networked solutions by
employing a high level of flexibility and forward-thinking principles into the development of its core technology
and business solutions. For more information, visit genetec.com
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